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Introduction
More and more companies are adopting digital signatures
as part of their normal business processes, discovering
the many benefits over signing in ink on dead trees.
This paper looks at some of those benefits, drawing from
our experience in implementing RealystSignatures and
our client’s use cases.

The Value Proposition
1. Cost saving and ROI:

The obvious cost savings come from using less, if any,
paper, ink, courier services, filing, and staff efficiency. The
less obvious are the revenue benefits from concluding
transactions in minutes instead of weeks, executive time
(sign from anywhere, on any device, at any time), reduced
risk of errors, re-signing, lost documents, etc.
The IACCM (now known as World Commerce and Contracting Association) released a report as far
back as 2010 detailing the ROI for digital signatures. In summary, they found for an organization
signing 100 000 documents a year, at an average of 2 pages per document, the average cost for
paper based signing was $6.50 per page, or $3250 per signatory. Calculated over 4 years, this
equated to an ROI of 4000% and a payback of less one month (but realistically not every document
will be signed digitally from day one, so a more realistic payback period may be 3 to 6 months.) The
cost of the software in the study was an enterprise license for 200 users at a once off $33 000 with
annual 20% support and maintenance and implementation fees.
There are many other similar papers with varying opinions on ROI, based on the different assumption
sets, suffice to say the financial benefits have been proven time and again and reflect the increased
usage of digital signatures.
Our own calculations estimated the cost of a paper based wet signature process at R10.00 per page,
which supports the International research quoted above. (Copy of exercise available on request).
To calculate the annual cost of wet signatures for your organisation, it could be as simple as taking
your annual paper costs, apply a percentage to those that require a signature, and multiply by R10.00,
alternatively use the per signatory cost per annum above for everyone that signs a document.

2. Soft Benefits
Apart from the financial argument for adoption, the
additional benefits are also important:
Customer Experience: The impact of the convenience of
signing digitally cannot be over emphasized. How easy is
it to log on from any device at any time, acknowledge the
document to be signed, hit enter, and receive a copy by
return of email in no time? Compare that to having to find
a printer and scanner wherever you are, producing a wet
signature and emailing the documents around. If you are
required to sign before witnesses it becomes even more
cumbersome or having to visit a store or offices.
Productivity: Internal staff productivity rises as there is no longer a need to print documents, email
around, chase and collect signed documents, check if the have been signed correctly (how many
times are they returned because of a missing initial or witness?), nagging executives and following
up, finally scanning and filing completed versions. Because these processes can be so cumbersome,
it is commonplace to find contracts and documents lost, unsigned, or incomplete. Once the signing
ceremony is complete, each party receives a copy of the document/s, automatically stored, ready to
be delivered into any other internal systems or processes.
Risk and Compliance: Tracking volumes of documents going through the signing process provides
a digital audit trail in fine detail of who has done what, where and when. It reduces the risk of
repudiation of the signing process. Often we have found documents where signatures have been
copied and pasted, either under fraudulent circumstances, or simply because the executive has been
too busy to sign in person. It’s an unnecessary risk.
Standard workflows allow for tracking of the approval process and delegations of authority, ensuring
the right person signs the documents and auditable proof is available.
Tamper proofing of important documents through the signing process is available with the use of
digital certificates, another layer of security and authentication.
Using less paper, ink, courier services, etc. by going digital, reduces the impact on the environment
and improves the organisation’s carbon footprint. Socially, it is the right thing to do.
As these processes are digital and hence auditable, it becomes easier to comply with audit
requirements and legislation like POPIA and GDPR.
Legal: Digital signatures are legal, the type, and use cases, depend largely on the technology used
and the built in safe guards. Most countries have legislation that determines the use of different
categories of digital signatures. It is important to ensure that your organisation is fully aware of the
different legal requirements in order that you don’t over pay for functionality that you don’t need (for
example, class 4 digital signatures), or underpay for a signature tool that doesn’t comply to the legal
requirements for signing documents. (A copy of the definitions and legal implications is available on
request).
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